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Resources

 Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for 
Academic and Research Libraries, Association 
of Research Libraries (ARL), January 2012

 Stanford U. Copyright and Fair Use Guide: 
fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use

 ALA Copyright Fair Use and Electronic 
Reserves: 
www.ala.org/advocacy/copyright/fairuse/ 
fairuseandelectronicreserves

 Fair Use Analysis Tool (U. of Minnesota): 
www.lib.umn.edu/copyright/fairthoughts



What is Fair Use?

 Allows use of copyright material without 
permission or payment in certain 
circumstances

 Keeps copyright from violating First 
Amendment

 Embedded in copyright law

 Determined on a case-by-case basis (there 
are no real “guidelines”)



Examples of Fair Use

 Quoting sources in papers

 Illustrating examples of cultural 
commentary (academic papers, television 
news, etc.)

 Drawing upon existing art to create new 
art

 Parody



Determining Fair Use: Four 
factors

1. The nature of the use (i.e. commercial 
vs. non-profit)

2. The nature of the work used (i.e. factual 
vs. fictional, published vs. unpublished)

3. The extent of the use (i.e. how much 
used vs. how much needed for use)

4. The economic effect of the use (i.e. is it 
damaging the profits the copyrighted 
work might otherwise receive?)



Four factors boiled down to 
two questions

 Did the use “transform” the material, 
meaning the intent and value of the 
original work was changed? (Factors 1,2, 
and 4)

 Was the amount of copyrighted material 
used appropriate to the new use? (Factors 
3 and 4)



What qualifies as 
transformative?

 Literally revises or reconstructs

 Recontextualizes or repurposes

 Compiles or compares similar materials, 
shedding new light on the larger body of 
materials



How Fair Use is commonly 
used in academia

 Examples, quotes in research publications

 Supporting teach and learning with access 
to library material via digital technologies 
(i.e. electronic course packs on Laulima)
 Limited portions of works

 Only for enrolled students

 For educational activities related to course

 Attribution of materials

 Not transformative? (GSU case)



How Fair Use is used in 
academic libraries

 Physical or virtual exhibitions
 Digitizing to preserve at-risk items
 Creating digital collections of archival or 

special collections materials
 Disability access
 Maintain institutional repositories without 

undue burden
 Making materials discoverable via an 

internet or database search



Best practices

 The better the user can explain how and 
why the copyrighted material was 
borrowed, the better case for fair use

 Establish a community that shares the 
same best practices

 It’s often a good idea to ask permission, 
though it’s not required by law (Weird Al)



Review: Does this presentation 
qualify as Fair Use?
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